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A GUIDE FOR HOST FAMILIES ON THE DANGERS 
ASSOCIATED WITH SOCIAL MEDIA 

The two main social media apps that have the most negative effects on the mental health of teens 
are Snapchat and Instagram. Having an up-to-date understanding of these apps will better ensure 
the safety and mental health of your student.  

Source: Royal Society for Public Health (RSPH). #StatusofMind Report 

Snapchat 

 Snapchat has a feature called “Snapchat Stories.” Snapchat Stories are posted for any 
friends to see for 24-hours before it disappears. These Stories can be either a video or a 
photo. Snapchat users capture Stories through the camera feature on the app and post 
them by tapping “My Story.” You can customize who sees your student’s story by going to 
settings and tapping on the “Who Can Contact Me” page.  

 Snapchat Streaks appear as a flame emoji next to a friend’s username after two friends 
have sent Snapchats to each other for more than two days in a row. The number next to 
the flame indicates the amount of days that two friends have sent Snapchats to each 
other. Each day, the number grows. If two people have a streak, and both or one of them 
does not Snapchat the other within 24 hours, the streak will be broken and the flame 
emoji will disappear. With Snapchat streaks becoming the most important metric in social 
media, teens are using Snapchat daily in order to ensure that they maintain their streaks 
with their friends. 

 The Snapchat map allows for friends to view the location of their friends on a map. It is 
important to ask your student to turn this feature off or to adjust the settings so only close 
friends can see their location.  

 Direct Snapchats go away a few seconds after someone opens it. Because that these 
pictures go away, teens feel more at ease sending private or inappropriate pictures to 
another person.  

 If someone else screenshots your student’s Snapchat picture or Story, he or she will be 
notified.  

 Snapchat has a feature that makes it easy to add people. This can become an issue when 
your student begins to add a bunch of people, who he or she does not know that well. 
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Instagram 

 Instagram also has “Stories”. 
They are very similar in that they 
are only posted for 24-hours. If 
your student has a private 
Instagram account, only his or 
her followers will see the story. 
However, it is important to make 
sure your student has a private 
Instagram account, because if it 
is public, than anyone can see 
the story.  

 Instagram is ranked as the worst 
social media app in terms of 
depression and anxiety. It is easy 
to compare oneself to another 
person, while looking at their 
Instagram feeds or how many 
likes they get on each picture. 
There is a link between how 
much time a person spends on 
Instagram and body image 
issues. 

 Instagram makes people’s lives 
appear perfect, even though it 
just appears in pictures as they 
are. 

 Instagram accounts can either be public or private. Make sure that your student has a 
private Instagram account, so that they can accept and approve which people can follow 
their Instagram account. Keep in mind, that even though an account is private, Instagram 
bios are still public. Make sure that your student doesn’t have their Snapchat username on 
their Instagram bio, so that strangers do not add your student on Snapchat.  

 The amount of Instagram likes that one receives is linked to how popular one will feel. It is 
likely for your student to feel more liked, if their picture is “liked.”  

 On Instagram, users often allow people they do not know or do not know well to follow 
their account. Similarly to the way that “likes” make Instagram users feel better about 
themselves, having a lot of Instagram followers makes teens feel more popular. Make sure 
that your student’s followers are people who are family or friends and not people your 
student has not met in person. 


